World Philosophy Day 2015
Thursday 19 November
Forgan Smith Building (1), Room E302
The University of Queensland
St Lucia Campus

Hosted by the School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry

Philosophy: Creating an Environmental Culture

The School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry in conjunction with the UQ Student Philosophy Association and Philosophy Research Higher Degree Students will hold two public events to celebrate World Philosophy Day.

By celebrating World Philosophy Day each year, on the third Thursday of November, UNESCO underlines the enduring value of philosophy for the development of human thought, for each culture and for each individual.

2:30 – 4:00: ‘Alternative Perspective on Environmental Philosophy’. Panel Discussion: Laura Roberts with panellists Anna Stefan and Ariana Russell (Philosophy, UQ)

4:00 – 4:30: Refreshments


6:30: Refreshments

Contact us: hapi@uq.edu.au